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Normal Sensory Development Sequence: Vision, Hearing, Touch 

 
 

Age:Age:Age:Age: Birth to 3 months    

 
 

Visual Visual Visual Visual 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Stares at objects within field of vision 

Looks at faces and features with attention 

Looks at high contrast patterns such as stripes & geometric shapes 
 

Hearing Hearing Hearing Hearing 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Wakes up to loud sounds 

Startles to sudden sounds, quiets to familiar voice 

Orients toward human, particularly primary caregiver’s voice 
 

Tactual Tactual Tactual Tactual 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Cuddles or snuggles against the body when held 

Responds to temperature changes – crying when too hot or cold, happy 
and relaxed when covered or uncovered in response to temperature change 

 
 
 

Age:Age:Age:Age: 3 - 6 months    

 
 

Visual Visual Visual Visual 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Visually recognizes and responds to familiar faces 

Watches objects as they move out of sight in all directions 

Recognizes and visually searches for familiar toys/objects 
 

Hearing Hearing Hearing Hearing 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Responds to soft sounds 

Clear recognition/response to primary caregiver’s voice 

Turns toward the speaker or sound 
 

Tactual Tactual Tactual Tactual 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Uses hands, legs and head for exploration of space 
Holds objects and explores surface with hand and mouth 
Recognizes familiar objects by touch alone 

 
 
 

Age:Age:Age:Age: 6 - 9 months    

 
 

Visual Visual Visual Visual 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Interested in and imitate facial expressions 

Interested in picture books and photographs 

Enjoy finding things hidden in front of them 
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Hearing Hearing Hearing Hearing 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Responds to name, turns when called and looks at speaker 

Responds to tone of voice, understands “no” 

Uses voice to get attention 
 
 

Tactual Tactual Tactual Tactual 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Touches a variety of textures 

Uses hands and fingers in exploration of objects and spaces 

Moves the limb being touched 
 
 
 

Age:Age:Age:Age: 9 - 12 months    

 

Visual Visual Visual Visual 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Looks for objects inside other objects 

Identifies people in photographs and things from pictures 

Can pick out named familiar things from a page with several pictures 
 
 

Hearing Hearing Hearing Hearing 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Recognizes common sounds in the environment 

follows simple questions or commands; imitates sounds; speech intonation 

Looks directly at the phone when it rings, or the door if someone knocks 
 
 

Tactual Tactual Tactual Tactual 
BehaviourBehaviourBehaviourBehaviour    

Finds hard-surfaced objects in sand or water by touch alone 
Fits objects into hole or shaped hole 
Uses index finger to activate a toy or explore inside an object 

 


